


Day 1

Conker Pairs
Vocabulary Focus – G6.1: Antonyms

Last night, lots of conkers fell from a nearby horse chestnut tree. Each conker has a word written on 

it. Match together conkers that contain a pair of antonyms. How many conkers don’t fit into a pair?

approve

Can you write down an antonym for each conker that doesn’t fit into a pair?

vertical
minute courageous

first
joy

careful

intentional

scorching feeble

accidental

cheap

horizontal

sorrow
deny

careless immense sturdy



approve verticalhorizontaldeny minuteimmense

Day 1

Conker Pairs Answers
Vocabulary Focus – G6.1: Antonyms

joycareful feeblesorrowcareless sturdy

intentional accidental
courageous first scorchingcheap

Four conkers didn’t fit into a pair.
Antonyms for these words could be: expensive; cowardly; last and freezing.



The two children had been working for what seemed like hours. Wiping the sweat 
from their brows, they stood back and admired their handiwork.

Do you think it will work? asked Elijah, the older and more sensible of the two.

“Of course”! replied Yui – feeling immensely excited at the idea of putting her plan 
into action. For a moment, silence fell as they inspected the large pile of leaves at 
their feet.

As far as I know continued Yui they’re due back at 5 o’clock. When they arrive, 
they’ll come straight into the garden to look for us.

Elijah nodded and checked his watch before exclaiming “That only gives us five 
minutes to bury ourselves in the pile! We’d better get started

Day 2

Suspicious Speech
Punctuation Focus – G5.7: Inverted commas

In this extract, Elijah and Yui are up to mischief. However, it’s difficult to tell what they’re up to 
when there are so many speech punctuation errors. Read through the text and see if you can spot 
all of the speech punctuation errors.

Have you found all of the speech errors? Rewrite the passage so that it is correctly punctuated.



The two children had been working for what seemed like hours. Wiping the sweat 

from their brows, they stood back and admired their handiwork.

“Do you think it will work?” asked Elijah, the older and more sensible of the two.

“Of course!” replied Yui – feeling immensely excited at the idea of putting her plan 

into action. For a moment, silence fell as they inspected the large pile of leaves at 

their feet.

“As far as I know,” continued Yui, “they’re due back at 5 o’clock. When they 

arrive, they’ll come straight into the garden to look for us.”

Elijah nodded and checked his watch before exclaiming, “That only gives us five 

minutes to bury ourselves in the pile! We’d better get started!”

Day 2

Suspicious Speech Answers
Punctuation Focus – G5.7: Inverted commas

Were you able to spot all of the speech punctuation errors?



Day 3

Autumnal Inference
Reading Focus – 2d: Making inferences from the text

Read the poem and carefully answer each question.
… the safety of the tangle...

What is the tangle?

It is getting colder.

Give one piece of evidence from the 
text that supports this statement.

Look at the final verse of 
the poem. What is the tree 

looking forward to?

What impression do you get 
of the tree? Give one, using 
evidence from the text to 

support your answer.

The Tree

Long, thick, hollow limbs
sway and dance in the autumn breeze;

providing shelter and sustenance
for all who live beneath them.

As the final flutter of fledgling feathers
leave the safety of the tangle,

the swiftness of summer is evident
and winter looms on the horizon.

The tree quivers in eager anticipation
of the impending opportunity

to ditch the old, ragged and worn
and make way for the fresh and new.



Day 3

Autumnal Inference Answers
Reading Focus – 2d: Making inferences from the text

… the safety of the tangle...

What is the tangle?
The tangle is referring to the 

tree’s branches. You might also 
have said ‘a bird’s nest’.

It is getting colder.

Give one piece of evidence from the 
text that supports this statement.

In the text, it says ‘… winter 
looms on the horizon’. This 

means that it is getting closer to 
winter which is a colder season.

Look at the final verse of 
the poem. What is the tree 

looking forward to?

The tree is looking forward to 
losing all of its old, worn leaves 
so that it can grow some fresh, 

new ones.

What impression do you get 
of the tree? Give one, using 
evidence from the text to 

support your answer.

You might have said: The tree is very large 
because the poem says that it offers ‘shelter and 
sustenance’ to everything that lives beneath it. It 
is also tall enough that birds are nesting in it.



Day 4

Toffee Apple Anagrams
Spelling Focus – Statutory Spelling Words

Read these sentences about making toffee apples. One word in each sentence is missing one letter 
and written as an anagram. Decipher each word and work out which letter is missing.

Write down the missing letter from each anagram. What autumnal word do the letters spell?

1 We need to give the toffee sauce a hotrogu stir.

2I gteraune that you will enjoy these homemade toffee apples.

3 I hope that nobody ntieerfes while they’re setting.

4The recipe is easy to follow which is a real coeninceen.

5 Stirring the thick sauce is making my lumscs ache!

6I gstgeu that we try one soon – just to make sure that they taste OK.

7 I hope that everyone aepiraecps how delicious they are!



Day 4

Toffee Apple Anagrams Answers
Spelling Focus – Statutory Spelling Words

1 We need to give the toffee sauce a thorough stir.

2I guarantee that you will enjoy these homemade toffee apples.

3 I hope that nobody interferes while they’re setting.

4The recipe is easy to follow which is a real convenience.

5 Stirring the thick sauce is making my muscles ache!

6I suggest that we try one soon – just to make sure that they taste OK.

7 I hope that everyone appreciates how delicious they are!

The missing letters spell the word harvest.



Day 5

Think and Write
Punctuation, Grammar and Vocabulary Focus – Mixed Skills

Look at this picture. What ambitious 
vocabulary would you use to describe it? 
Using the prompts below, write a short 
piece of text about what you can see.

Click to view image full screen.

Write a sentence that uses a fronted adverbial.Sentence 1

Write a sentence that includes at least three adjectives.Sentence 2

Write a sentence that includes a relative clause.Sentence 3

Write a sentence that includes a subordinating conjunction.Sentence 4

Write a sentence that includes a possessive apostrophe.Sentence 5



Day 5

Think and Write Example Answers
Punctuation, Grammar and Vocabulary Focus – Mixed Skills

Like soldiers at a parade, the trees stood tall and proud. Sentence 1

Their long, spindly branches swayed gently in the cool breeze.Sentence 2

The sun, which was piercing through the 
canopy, bathed the forest in a warm glow.Sentence 3

Until this moment, I had never seen such a magical sight.Sentence 4

Immediately, I wanted to climb the tallest tree’s
branches to get a better view of my surroundings.Sentence 5




